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Spain's relationship with the European Union in the economic field has been determined by 
three factors: the wish to comply with and maintain the economic convergence criteria fixed for 
the EMU, the firm decision not to lose the important income which Spain obtains from the 
European Union, and to make sure that the positioning of the liberal economic policy applied in 
Spain did not come up against any obstacles amongst its partners. 
 
In trying to achieve these objectives the Spanish leader has faced up to his European partners 
on more than one occasion, following a policy of occasional support rather than alliance and 
demonstrating that Spain was capable of being in confrontation with everyone if it considered 
that it was defending its "national interest". Consequently the proximity with the Franco-German 
axis disappeared halfway through, although it is also true to say that liberal theories that Aznar 
has followed and defended have produced a response from the British leader. Nevertheless, 
and in the economic field, it would be more appropriate to describe Blair and Aznar as having 
"mutual understanding" rather than to speak about alliances. 
 
Aznar's attitude, pragmatic and looking for solutions to immediate and concrete problems rather 
than addressing Europe, has meant a new direction for Spain's role. 
 
Several European summits have been especially difficult for Spain in its battle to defend its 
economic interests. However it is important to point out that the Lisbon summit, which gave rise 
to the "Lisbon Strategy", was prepared for within the framework of the aforementioned mutual 
understanding between Blair and Aznar and which produced a programme whose objective was 
to place Europe by the end of this decade at the forefront of the world's economy. 
 
Starting with Aznar's economic priorities it is possible to distinguish three different periods in his 
European conduct. 
 
The beginning of Aznar's first government was marked by his wish to comply with the 
convergence criteria and to place Spain in the first group of the euro and the decision not to 
confront (for the moment) his European partners in his firm decision to maintain the income 
received from the EU, income which was in danger especially with the enlargement of the 
European Union. Faced with the uncertainty of meeting the convergence criteria Aznar 
requested flexibility for the Southern countries, however as soon as it was certain that Spain 
would meet the criteria, our country has become one of the avid defenders of the inflexibility of 
the criteria. 
 
As we have seen, the task was done promptly and well: Spain entered the single currency in 
1999. As early as May 1997 Ecofin gave the go-ahead to the Spanish convergence plan which 
prioritised the fight against economic deficit and against inflation disregarding several social 
issues. 
 
The good economic results achieved by Aznar encouraged the government towards a new 
period in which, marked by the decision to place Spain up with the leaders, resolute positions in 
the negotiations of its top priorities were prevalent. 
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The economic growth that Spain has seen since 1995 has been mainly based on the increase 
on employment but without an increase in public spending, which has brought Aznar to defend 
such growth as an employment generator instead of the active policies promoted by the Union. 
This defence provoked confrontation in the Luxembourg Summit (November 1997) between 
Spain and the rest of its partners when it refused to accept that the Union should be allowed to 
control its employment policy. The result was an "opting out" clause for Spain. 
 
The financial repercussions of the enlargement, a top priority for Spain, was a contentious 
object of debate in the Berlin summit in March 1999, when the financial terms for the period 
2000-2006 were to be laid out.  
 
In the previous Financial Perspectives (1988-1992 and 1993-1999) under the government of  
Felipe González, Spain had obtained positive financial balances and the Financial Perspectives 
2000-2006 had to pave the way towards the enlargement in a context of greater budgetary 
severity. And even though the national economic policies directed by Aznar had produced good 
results Spain still needed the European funds to maintain the levels of growth it had already 
reached.  
 
The negotiations carried out by Aznar in this summit were difficult and provoked an important 
change in the traditional relationships with the community partners. Especially with the Franco-
German axis. Aznar followed a strategy of intransigence and rejection of each proposal which 
implied a possible economic loss for Spain, threatening to block the finance reform, and faced 
with the German thesis of the reduction of its contribution and the disappearance of the 
Cohesion Funds for those countries agreeing to the euro. 
 
After softening his position Aznar accepted an agreement which increased the endowment 
planned for the Cohesion Fund, he was willing to accept an agricultural reduction, a progressive 
decrease in the Structural Funds between 2000 and 2006 and the compliance of the Stability 
Programme for the deficit reduction. 
 
The tension with Germany was not the only one and Spain's relationship with the Commission 
was no better, with accusation of not sticking to the conditions of the treaties. Relations with 
Italy were strained, having requested for the calculations for the financial contributions to be 
based on Gross National Product and not on Value Added Tax. Even relations were difficult with 
Great Britain by not accepting the British cheque. 
 
The joint perception of Aznar and Blair concerning the need for liberalising measures in the 
employment market and the reform of the welfare state, allowed them to project a European 
Council whose aim was to establish the social and economic model that Europe needed to 
follow in order to become the most competitive economy in the world. The promotion of the 
Lisbon Summit is one of Spain's contributions to Europe in a moment when the battle for 
Spanish priorities was distancing it from its partners. Aznar's proposal in the Lisbon Summit 
(March 2000) meant transferring to a European level those policies that were giving such good 
results on a national level. 
 
With this, Aznar added to his request that the European funds be maintained (an internal need 
that confronted Germany and Holland) a request for a European model based on financial 
balance, economic liberalisation and employment reform. These proposals were generally 
accepted by the fifteen members and especially by Great Britain and Italy, although without 
bringing about an argument regarding Europe's social model and especially further 
confrontation with France who was reluctant to implement liberalisation in its energy sector or in 
its employment market.  
 
In short, our country was placed amongst the ten most important countries of the world thanks 
to its favourable economic situation and the economic model of our country was reciprocated in 
Europe. However Aznar had not managed to avoid the policy of "hand-outs" (in the sense, if not 
in the form) of which he had accused his predecessor, for those funds which had offered such 
beneficial effects to economic growth, investment and employment in Spain.   
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With the 2000 Agenda marked out and the Lisbon Strategy under way, although at a slower 
pace than wished for, Aznar's government entered a new period whose main priorities were 
internal problems, the halt in the national economy and international security. 
 
With important fronts open in different areas, and while preparing the Financial Perspectives 
2007-2013, the negotiations carried out regarding the economic repercussions of the 
enlargement have been described by Aznar as satisfactory. However this is an issue that has 
not been resolved as has been demonstrated by the presentation of the Sapir report in 2003 -
critical with the CAP and the Regional Policy and strongly criticised-,  and the request for an 
increase in the financing from the countries of the enlargement, a request that most of the 
current members rejected. 
 
The results in the field of agriculture and fishery are also to be seen, although there is the 
satisfaction of having secured in Vigo the headquarters of the European Fishing Agency. In 
June 2003 the latest reform of the CAP was passed, in September the Trade Commissioner 
was prepared to accept the claims from the African cotton-producing countries in the Cancún 
Conference and the EU-Morocco agreement has started to move in agricultural affairs. These 
are areas which have a direct influence over Spanish agriculture (especially Mediterranean 
crops, sugar and cotton) and which have worried certain sectors1. Forecasts predict a 23% 
reduction in agricultural expenditure between 2004 and 20132 and with consequent important 
repercussions in the Mediterranean sectors. 
 
Therefore, considering the process that has been followed and despite the negotiations that still 
have to take place, a realistic vision would allow us to consider that Spain will be affected by the 
distribution of the EU funds amongst its 25 members (as well as the "new employment market 
of 25 members"), in addition to the increasing commercial liberalisation urged by the OMC and 
closely followed by the EU. 
 
The solutions to these challenges facing Spain are already inspired in the Lisbon Strategy. To 
meet the Lisbon objective, converting the EU into an economy based on the most competitive 
and dynamic knowledge of the world, capable of growing economically in a steady fashion with 
more and better jobs and with greater social cohesion means that Spain must focus its attention 
on its shortcomings in R&D, in stable employment and training, increasing its rates of 
productivity and completely entering the society of information. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
1 -"Contra el acuerdo de la UE CON Marruecos". El Mundo, 19 November 2003 
- "La negociación de las nuevas OCM mediterráneas, una de las claves de 2004". La Razón, 5 
January 2004 
-"Bruselas castiga al campo español al destinar menos dinero para agricultura hasta 2013", La 
Razón, 10 February 2004 
2 "Fischler estima que el gasto agrícola comunitario bajará un 23%". Cinco Días, 21 January 
2004 
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